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This paper is devoted to the eigenfunction expansion problem of 
scattering theory, which differs in two important respects from the 
abstract problem of eigenfunction expansions for self-adjoint operators 
(as discussed, for example, by Mautner; see [5] for references.) 
In the first place, the expansion problem of scattering theory, which 
deals almost exclusively with the continuous spectrum, cannot be 
formulated without reference to a perturbed and an unperturbed 
operator, and is therefore essentially p~turbation-theoreti in nature. 
Secondly, one wishes to prove the existence, not of expansions in 
general, but of expansions in terms of two particular sets of generalized 
eigenfunctions, which are to be obtained as the solutions of certain 
linear equations known as the Lippmann-Schwinger equations. The 
solution of the problem thus yields a concrete procedure, involving 
the solution of these equations, for obtaining eigenfunction expansions 
for the perturbed operator. 
The problem may be stated roughly as follows. Suppose that 
arbitrary elements of a Hilbert space Z (or a subspace thereof) can 
be expanded in terms of a given set {F(X, w)} of generalized eigen- 
functions of the unperturbed operator To. It is required to prove 
the existence of expansions of the same type in terms of the two sets 
-@+(A w)} and {#-(A, w>} of g eneralized eigenfunctions of the per- 
turbed operator T = T,, + V, where c,!J* are obtained by solving the 
Lippmann-Schwinger [I I] equations 
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Notice that these equations involve both the unperturbed operator T,, 
and the given set {~(h, w)} of g eneralized eigenfunctions of To . 
A necessary step in a satisfactory solution is to make precise the term 
“generalized eigenfunction” and the sense in which the above 
equations hold. For Schrodinger operators in three dimensional space, 
this problem has been formulated precisely and solved by Ikebe [.5] 
for a reasonable class of potentials. In this case, the #,(A, W) are the 
incoming and outgoing wave solutions of the Schrodinger equation, 
In a previous publication [4], the author discussed the existence of 
wave operators by introducing a Banach space g which is paired 
with Z in a sense common in interpolation theory (see [Id]). In the 
present paper, we shall show that if there is given an expansion in 
terms of generalized eigenfunctions of To lying in J%*, then under the 
conditions of [4], there are expansions in terms of generalized eigen- 
functions of T which satisfy a meaningful version of the Lippmann- 
Schwinger equations on $7’“. Moreover, we shall exhibit a close 
connection of these expansions with the wave operators. If a is a 
function space, the “eigenfunctions”, which are elements of a;*, 
may be distributions rather than functions. This is essential to the 
considerations of Section 6. Our theorems are local in nature, in that 
they apply to the parts of T and T,, in some given interval of the real 
axis. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 1, we collect some 
preliminary results on interpolation pairs of Banach spaces. Section 2 
is devoted to formulating the notion of an eigenfunction expansion 
in such a way that it will be carried over under the perturbations 
considered. Our definition is most closely related to that of [2]. 
The main theorems on expansions and representation of wave 
operators are proved in Section 3. The following section (Sec. 4) 
discusses the abstract S-matrix and phase shifts [I], [6]. As applica- 
tions, we consider the one-dimensional Schrodinger operator (Sec. 5) 
and certain operators from the theory of gentle perturbations (Sec. 6). 
The “eigenfunctions” in the latter example are actually distributions, 
and the expansions obtained are found to be closely related to the 
“method of Friedrichs” (cf. [I.?]). Schrodinger operators in higher 
dimensions will be discussed in a subsequent publication. 
In a recent article [IO], K uroda has announced a perturbation 
theory of eigenfunction expansions and described its application to 
Schrodinger operators. His work is based on results of [9], which uses 
a factorization of the perturbation rather than an auxiliary space, 
and he employs a definition of “eigenfunction expansion” given in [2]. 
His results are not directly comparable to ours, since his conditions 
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on the perturbation are stated relative to the factorization, whereas 
ours are relative to the space g. 
A recent paper [I31 of Rejto contains results similar to those 
obtained independently by the author in [4]. While the methods of 
proof differ, it is interesting to compare parts of [13] with Section 6 
of the present paper. 
1. INTERPOLATION PAIRS 
Let X, and %‘2 be Banach spaces both of which are contained in 
a linear topological space J? in such a way that the inclusion mappings 
X i^ + A(; = 1,2) are continuous. The space X, = X1 n x2 is 
then a Banach space with the norm 
II x II0 = II x Ill + II x II2 
where (/ * lli is the norm of X,(i = 1, 2). The space X = X1 + X2 
of all sums (in JZ)x, + x2 , where xi E !Zi(i = 1, 2) is also a Banach 
space with the norm 
II x II = Wll x1 /I1 + II x2 /I2 : x1 + x2 = 4 
For let 3 = X, @ !EZ with the norm 
II x1 0 x2 II = 11 x1 II1 + Ii x2 /I2 
and let 
Since +Yy, is topologically isomorphic to the complete space X, , 
GYJ, is a closed subspace of %. Hence the factor space CY/GY,, , which is 
isometrically isomorphic to X is complete. 
A pair (X1, ?XZ) of Banach spaces satisfying the above condition 
is called an interpolation pair iff 3Y1 n ZYZ is dense in X, and 3Ys in 
their respective norms. For any Banach space Yr we shall denote 
by w* the space of all continuous antilinear functionals on YK. 
If (X, , 3,) is an interpolation pair, then the inclusion mappings 
s?-o+3-~+9- (i = 1, 2) 
are continuous, one-one and have dense ranges. It follows that the 
adjoint mappings 
s*+ai*-s$ (i = 1,2) 
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are continuous, one-one, and have ranges dense in the respective 
weak*-topologies. Each such adjoint is also an inclusion ‘mapping, 
which maps a linear functional into its restriction to a dense subspace 
of its domain. We thus identify L?Zp , %,* , and X* with subspaces of 
X$ , so that XF f~ J35$ and 31” + X2 are well-defined Banach spaces. 
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of these remarks. 
LEMMA 1.1. An element x? of ST is in Z?“f n %$ z# there is 
a constant C such that 
I<$! x>l G CII x !I2 
for every x in X, n LSYt .
The following result clarifies further the relationships between 
the various dual spaces. It is not used in the sequel. 
LEMMA 1.2. (a) In the sense of equality as linear manifolds of .T?Z$ ,
we have 
3-z =sy +9-f and L?i?* dEp32”;. 
(b) 9”* and 37: are algebraically and topologically isomorphic to 
x1: IT Sz and %T $ %$ , respectively. 
Proof. (a) Clearly, %* C ZZT n Z^f . Since .9? is isometrically 
isomorphic to g/Y,, , its dual X* is isometrically isomorphic to %JOL, 
the anihilator of 5Y,, in GY*, Recall that ?V* is equivalent to Xf @ %$ 
and observe that an element XT @ x$ of %‘* is in ?Y,,l iff x?(x) = x$(x) 
for every x in 3s. Therefore, if FE L+Yf n 2-z , then F @FE %‘OL 
and hence corresponds to a unique element x* of X* in such a way 
that 
X*(X) = (F @ F, x @ 0) = F(x) 
for every x in 37, . Hence, F = x* in 3-2 . 
Similarly, the dual of the closed subspace 9V,, of ??Y is isometrically 
isomorphic to ~*/?Y,,J- . Hence, if FE %$ , there exists xf @ x$ 
in ?Y/* such that 
for every x in 25: , sothatF=xf+x$inX$. 
(b) The natural inclusions 9?F + Z$ --t 3$ and X* -+ XT n 5: 
are continuous, one-one, and, by part (a), onto. Part (b) follows by 
the open mapping theorem. 
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Remark. The isomorphisms of part (b) may not preserve norm. 
For example, if Xi = X2 ,^ , the norm on XT n X”f is twice that on 55*. 
COROLLARY 1.3. If X, and ZE2 are reflexive, then so are ii? and X0 . 
Proof. x2* can be identified with XF* n Xj* as above, and 
hence canonically with %I n X, = Z,, . One can easily verify that 
this correspondence of X0 with Zz* is canonical. Similarly, for 9”*. 
By way of example, it is best to think of %r and X, as function 
spaces, and the duals XF and S$ as spaces of distributions. Then the 
identifications and pairings are the natural ones. Specifically, if 
.!Xr = CO[O, l] and ?Ez = LJO, 11, then X0 = %r and 3 = %a. 
The dual 9°F is a space of measures, while X f^ = L,[O, I] is embedded 
in 9°F in the sense of distribution theory-by identifying f with the 
measure p(E) = J,f (x) dx. 
2. EIGENFUNCTION EXPANSIONS 
Let 2 be a separable Hilbert space and 99 a complex Banach space 
such that (a, %‘) is an interpolation pair. We shall denote the norm 
of Z by 1 * ) and the norms of 9J and 8* by [I * 11 and (1 l I/.+ , with 
a similar notation for operator norms. (u*, u) denotes the sespuilinear 
pairing of J%* and a. We shall frequently abuse this notation by 
writing (u, u*) for the complex conjugate of (u*, u). Consistent with 
these conventions, the inner product on # satisfies (x, ay) = ti(x, y). 
If (Y, CL) is a measure space, then a function f : Y + 9J’* is weak*- 
measurable (weak*-integrable) iff (f(y), x) is measurable (integrable) 
for every x in 9. If f is weak*-integrable, then the formula 
defines a unique element of g* (cf. the proof of Theorem 3.7.1 on 
p. 77 of [3]). 
If T = J-X dE(X) is a self-adjoint operator on &, we denote its 
domain by 23(T), its resolvent (T - z)-’ by R(z), and we define 
E[Sl = s, dJw f or any Bore1 set S. We shall use xs(X) to denote the 
characteristic function of the set S, and J c G to mean that the 
closure of J is a compact subset of G. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let (Z, dw) be a u-finite measure space, and G 
an open subset of the reals with Lebesgue measure. A (a’, Z)- 
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expansion for T on G is a pair of mappings (U, v) satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(A) U is a partially isometric map of 2 onto L,(G x Z) with 
initial set E[G]S, such that whenever E[G]u E 9(T), 
(UTE[GJ u)(X, w) = A( Uu)(h, w) 
for a.e. (h, w) in G x 2. We define zi(h, OJ) = (&)(A, w) for every 
uin.8. 
(B) 9 is a map from G x Z into 3Y* which is weak*-measurable 
with respect to the product measure on G x 2. For every J 6 G, 
there exists a function C(w; J) in L,(Z) such that 
II dk w>ll* G C(N 1) 
for a.e. (X, o) in J x 2’. 
(C) For every u in ~9 and every Bore1 set J CZ G, 
(2.1) 
in the sense that the right side, which is a weak*-convergent integral 
by (A) and (B), is in .S?* n 2 and (2.1) holds. 
Briefly, this means that U is a spectral representation of TE[G] as 
multiplication by h on L,(G ; L,(Z)) = L,(G x Z), the inverse of 
which is an expansion in the “eigenfunctions” ~(h, w) of T. U will be 
called the spectral representation map and y the eaienfunction map of 
the expansion (U, y). From the representation of TE[G] it follows 
that T is absolutely continuous on G and has uniform spectral 
multiplicity there equal to the dimension of Z&(Z). 
We remark that if J (E G, then by (2. I), E[JJZ is a subspace of 
93”” n 2. Incidentally, 8* n ST is well-defined, since S& is canonically 
identified with its antidual ST*. 
LEMMA 2.1. (a) If 24e3Yn2, then 
Q, w) = <UP 944 w)> 
for a.e. (h, w) in G x 2. 
(2.2) 
If u E 8, then for every sequence u, in S# n S? such that u, -+ u in Z, 
$(A, w) = ‘h&E <a, , &, w)> (2.3) 
where 1.i.m denotes convergence in L,(G x Z). 
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(b) If u E 2, then for every sequence Jn c G such that Jn t G, 
E[G] u = 2 - ii jJ, jzi(X, w) &I, OJ) dw dA (2.4) 
where Z-lim denotes the limit in the norm of .8. 
(c) Conversely, suppose that U and y are maps satisfying 
conditions (A) and (B) of D fi t e ni ion 2.1, and such that for every u in 
L@nn 
(W(k w> = <u, dh WI> 
for a.e. (A, W) in G x .Z. Then (U, 9’) is a (a’, Z)-expansion for T on G. 
Proof. If U, TJ E 5%’ n & and J C G, then by (2.1) 
But (E[J]v, U) is also equal to the inner product (6, ti) in L,(J x Z). 
Equating these two expressions for (E[Jjv, U) and observing that the 
set of 8’s is dense because U is onto, we obtain (2.2). (2.3) holds 
since U is partially isometric, while part (b) is immediate from (2.1). 
If F denotes the weak*-convergent integral on the right side of 
(2.1), then for every v in a n 2, 
By (A) and (2.2), the right side is equal to (v, E[JJu), so that by 
Lemma 1.1 F E .!%* (7 SP and F = E[flu. 
The formulas (2.3) and (2.4) may be conveniently interpreted as 
“principal-value integrals” in an abstract sense. This will be clarified 
by the following example. Let R, , n 3 1, denote n-dimensional 
Euclidian space. 
Example 1. Let X = L,(R,), g = L,(R,) and dw be the trivial 
measure space consisting of a single point of unit mass. The eigen- 
function map 
y(h) = (25~)-l/~ eatA 
maps G = R, into LF = L, . The Fourier transform 
d(h) = (2~r)-l/~ iii J+” epitA u(t) dt 
--n (2.5) 
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defines a spectral representation of the self-adjoint operator T = id/dt. 
Moreover, (2.5) corresponds exactly to the abstract result (2.3), 
where we take u, = UX~++,J , so that we have a (a, Z)-expansion 
on R, by part (c) of Lemma 2.1. The well-known Plancherel inversion 
formula for the Fourier transform on L,(R,) corresponds to (2.4). 
Our second example shows that the ~(h, o) may be distributions. 
Example 2. Let X and 2 be as in Example 1, and let B’ be the 
space C,O(R,) of all continuous functions vanishing at infinity. If U is 
the identity, and q(h) = 6A where 8, is the Dirac measure with unit 
point mass at X, then (U, y) is a (.%‘, Z)-expansion on G = R, for the 
multiplication operator TV(~) = tu(t). In fact, (2.2) is simply 
d(h) = (u, S,) = j u(t) S,(dt). 
The following lemma shows that p(A, UJ) is an eigenfunction of T 
in a very weak sense. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let D be a linear manzjfold in g n 9(T) such that 
TLR C &9 n A?. Then for each u in J2, 
(f&t w), v - 4 u> = 0 
for a.e. (A, w) in G x 2, where the exceptional set may depend on u. 
Proof. For a.e. (A, w), we have 
&(A w), w = (UWA w) = wt a> = VP@, w), u> 
We defer further consideration of this question to the end of 
Section 3. 
3. WAVE OPERATORS AND THE EXPANSION THEOREM 
Let S be a subset of the reals. A statement P(z) depending on z is 
said to be true near S iff there exists a neighborhood N of S in the 
complex plane such that P(z) is true whenever I is in N and Im z # 0. 
A function f(z) defined near S is continuous up to S ifF f(z) has a 
continuous extension to each of the sets SU N+ and SU N- , where 
IV* ={zEN: fImz >O> 
It is not assumed that the limits f (/\ + i0) and f (/\ - i0) are equal. 
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Let T, be a self-adjoint operator on Z, and define 
E&l, c) = (2ni-l[R,(X + iE) - R&h - k)]. 
Consider for E > 0, the sesquilinear form (&(A, E)U, v), defined for 
U, v E 99 r\ 2. If G is an open subset of the reals, we say that Z’, is 
g-smooth on G iff (a) for z = h + in this form has a (necessarily 
unique) extension F, to ~49 x a and (b) Fzl(u, V) is continuous up to 
G for every u, v E 9?. Then FA+i,, is a bounded sesquilinear form for 
each h in G. If E,!,(h) d enotes the unique bounded operator on 2 into 
B* such that 
then E;(A) is defined and weak*-continuous on G. 
A bounded operator K on &’ is said to have a @-extension if K 
maps 99 n % into itself and the restriction of K to &? n 2 has 
a (necessarily unique) bounded extension to an operator k on 98, 
k is called the B-extension of K. 
Let T, and T = T, + V be self-adjoint operators on Y?, with 
9(T) = 9(T,,). Define,‘for Im x f 0, 
Q(z) = I - m?(z) 
and 
Q&) = 1 + w-&(z). 
Then ([4], Sec. 1.2) Q(x) and QO( .z are bounded operators on &, and ) 
m-4 Q(4 = SC4 Qlk-4 = 1. (3.1) 
We say that (T, TO) is a a-smooth pair on G iff (a) T0 is @smooth 
on G and (b) the operators Q(z) and Q,-,(z) have g-extensions q(x) 
and Q~(z) near G, which are continuous up to G in the strong topology 
of operators on G. It follows that T is also 9Y-smooth on G, so that 
the relation is actually symmetric. 
For E > 0, define W*(E) = W*(E; T, T,,) by the formula 
(W+(c) u, v) = Jfm (E&4, E) u, Q(X f  i0) v) dh 
--co 
for every U, v in X. Then I+‘,( E is a bounded operator on X whose ) 
norm does not exceed 1 (see [4], Lemma 1.2.3). 
The following theorem was proved in [4; Theorem I]. 
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THEOREM 1. Let Z be a separable Hilbert space, and g a Banach 
space such that (SY, 2) is an interpolation pair. Let G be an open subset 
of the reals, and (T, T,,) a pair of self-adjoint operators which is 
a-smooth on G. Then 
(i) T and TO are absolutely continuous on G, 
(ii) The operators 
and 
W&Y To; G) = s - j$ W4e; T, To) E&3 (3.2) 
W,(T,, , T; G) = s - jig W+(E; To, T) E[G] (3.3) 
exist, where “s-Em” denotes the limit in the strong topology of operators 
on .F. Moreover, 
W,*(T, T,,; G) = W,(T, , T; G). 
(iii) W+( T, T,, ; G) is a partial isometry, with initial set E,,[G]Z 
and jinal set E[G]X’, satisfying 
TW*( T, T,,; G) = W*( T, TO; G) T,, . 
Hence, the parts of T and TO in G are unitarily equivalent. 
It was also shown that, for u, v in LS? IT Z’ and J C G, 
(W,E,LJl v, 4 = j, Q-$(4 v, q(h 41 io) u> 4 (3.4) 
where W, = W,( T, T,, ; G). 
Our first theorem gives a representation of W, when T,, has a 
(a’, .Z)-expansion on G. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that (T, T,,) is a 9-smooth pair on G and 
that TO has a (9, Z)-expansion (U, p’) on G. If J C G and g E E&/IX, 
then 
W,g = j j &A, w) q*(A dz i0) dh ~1 dw dk (3.5) 
.I z 
where the integral is weak*-convergent in g* and is an element qf 
@‘*nX. 
Proof. Assume first that g = EO[nv, where v E 9Y n SC? and 
J = (a, b) C G. By (2.1), we have 
A 
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for a < X < b and w in 8 n X. By Lemma 2.1.1 of [4], 
(3.6) 
for a.e. h in J. By continuity in w, this holds for every w in 99. For an 
arbitrary u in a, set w = q(h f iO)u in (3.6), and substitute the 
result into (3.4) to obtain (3.5). Note that since q(h f iO)u is strongly 
continuous, (q*(h + iO)q(h, w), u) is measurable for each u in 9Y. 
If g is an arbitrary element of E,JJ]X, choose a sequence ZI, in 
99 n 2 such that v, + g in 2. Then E,,[J]vn -+ g and v%(h, w) + 
g@, w>, inL(J x z>, so that one can pass to the limit in (3.5). 
The following is our main theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, let U, = UW$ 
and 
Then (U, , Z/J*) is a (59, ,X)-expansion for T on G. 
Remark. We define 22, = U,u for any u in .Z. 
Proof. Since TW, = W,T, , the maps U, are clearly spectral 
representations of TE[G]. For u in 2, let E[J]u = W&,[]]v. Then 
8=ti,. The formula (2.1) for the inverse of the spectral map now 
follows by substituting into (3.5), with g = E,,[J]v. 
Remarks. Since by (3.1) 
464 4oc4 = 444 44 = 4 
++(A, w) satisfies the equation 
4p f q VW, w) = dk w) (3.7) 
on 99”. This is the precise analog of the Lippmann-Schwinger 
equation mentioned in the introduction. The unperturbed eigen- 
functions ~(h, w) are usually known to be eigenfunctions of T in 
some weak sense, and it is often possible to deduce the corresponding 
result for #,(A, w) from the knowledge that $*(A, W) is the unique 
solution of (3.7) in a’*. For example, if for a fixed (A, w), we have 
<dk WI, (Tll - 4 u> = 0 
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for every u in Q (cf. Lemma 2.2), then for every u in 52, 
GW, w), (T - 4 u> = j$ (~(4 w), Q(h + ie)(T - 4 u> = 0 
since Q(h + k)(T - X)u = (TO - h)u + @(A + k)u - ku. 
In the examples of quantum mechanical scattering theory, (3.7) 
also incorporates the asymptotic boundary conditions satisfied by the 
“incoming- and outgoing-wave solutions” #*(A, W) (see [5]). Thus 
from an abstract point of view, the precise sense in which #&(A, o) is 
an eigenfunction of T with eigenvalue X is implicit in Eq. (3.7). 
4. THE S MATRIX 
The scattering operator is defined by 
5’ = S( T, TO; G) = W,*(T, T,,; G) W+(T, T,,; G). 
If (T, T,) is a 9-smooth pair on G, then S is clearly a unitary trans- 
formation of E,[G]Z which commutes with TO . For applications to 
quantum mechanics it is of interest to consider representations of S. 
The following preliminary result does not involve eigenfunction 
expansions. 
THEOREM 4. If (T, T,,) is a a-smooth pair of self-adjoint operators 
on G, then, for every open set J C G and every u, v in $ A A@, 
(w3m % 4 = VW1 UP 4 
+ j, (q&A + i0) 24 - q&i - i0) u, q*(x + i0) 2$(h) v) dh. 
(4-l) 
Proof. Since WT W+ = E,,[G] and S commutes with the projection 
E,[fl, we have 
(S - 4 qJ.71 = 4)Ul qw- - w+> qLu 
Hence, it follows from the proof of Lemma 2.2.3 of [4] that 
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We claim that for v in 3 r\ X and X in J, 
hiI w+qx, c) E&J] v = 4*(x + i0) .!.$(A) v (4.3) 
in the weak* topology of a *. For let (a,b)C ],a <A <b and 
w E 9 n 2. Then (141, Lemma 2.2.1) 
where J1 = J n (- co, u]. The left side is therefore continuously 
differentiable on J, so that, expressing ,?$(A, E) as a spectral integral, 
we have 
UT+E;(k 6) &[I1 v> 4 = + j, ch _ $ + 7 <s*(t + if)) E;(t) v, w> dt. 
(4.4) 
The right side of (4.4) is continuous in w in the norm of g. Hence, 
by Lemma 1.1, W+E~(h, E)E,[ J] v is in a!* n 8 and (4.4) holds for 
every w in 99 (with (*, *)-pairing on the left side). By continuity of 
the integrand, the right side of (4.4) converges to (q*(X + iO)EL(h)v, w) 
for h in J, proving (4.3). 
Now, since 2niVE,@, E)U -+ q,,(X + iO)u - q,,(h - iO)u strongly 
in 8, the integrand in (4.2) converges to the integrand in (4.1). By 
bounded convergence, we may pass to the limit in (4.2) to obtain (4.1). 
Since S is unitary on E,[G]& and commutes with T,, , it has, with 
respect to the direct integral representation of T&-,[G] [12], a 
representation of the form 
where S(X) is a unitary operator on H, for a.e. h in G. Birman and 
Krein [I] define S(X) to be the abstract S-matrix for the pair (T, Z’, 
on G. 
In the present case, the direct integral representation may be 
obtained from a (99, ,X)-expansion by taking H, = L2(Z) for every h 
in G, and X(X) = $(A, *) in L,(G; L,(Z)) for every x in &. We shall 
show that under suitable conditions S(X) = I + K(X), where K(h) 
is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on L,(Z), whose kernel is given 
formally by 
k,(w, 0’) = 2ni(( v  - VR(h - i0) V) &I, w), cp(X, o’)>. 
k,,(o, w’) is interpreted physically ([7], Sec. 6) as the amplitude for 
scattering from w’ to w at energy A. 
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A symmetric linear operator V, defined on a subspace 9(V) of X’ 
is said to have a symmetric 9’*-extension, V’ iff (a) 9(V) n 9* 
separates points of 59, (b) V maps g(V) n g* into +!% n @, and 
(c) the restriction of V to 9(V) n &‘* has a bounded linear extension 
v’ : 9#* -+ a which is symmetric; that is, 
for every X, y in a *. The symmetric 59*-extension of an operator is 
unique; for if Vi and Vi are any two such extensions of V, let 
A = Vi - Vi . Then (Ay, x) = 0 for every X, y in 9(V) n L?s?*. 
By (a), Ay = 0 if y E 9(V) n a’*. Hence, if x is an arbitrary element 
of a’*, (Ax, y> = (x, Ay) = 0, for every y in S(V) n 9*, so that 
Ax = 0. Symmetry of V’ is essential for uniqueness, since 9( V) n &f* 
is only weak*-dense in a*. 
Let 9(x, w) be the image of x under the spectral representation map 
of a (9, .X)-expansion for T,, . For a.e. fixed X in G, we denote by 
x(h) the element 5(h, *) of L,(Z). With this notation, we have 
THEOREM 5. Let 9 be separable. Assume that (T, T,,) is a a-smooth 
pair on G, and that T0 has a (34, Z)-expansion on G. If V = T - T, 
has a symmetric a*-extension V’, then for every J C G and x, y in 2, 
where for a.e. h, K(A) is the HiZbert-Schmidt operator on L,(Z) with 
kernel 
k,(w, 0’) = 2S( v’q*(X - i0) C&I, w), 9)(A, 01’)). 
We remark that by (4.8) k,(w, w’) = 2rri (~(h, o), V’#+(h, w’)>. 
Proof. It is easily verified by taking limits as x + h 5 i0, that 
q&h + i0) - q&h - i0) = (27ri) v’E;(A) (4.7) 
and 
V’q*(h T i0) = q(h & 2.0) V’ (4.8) 
for every h in G. Observe that since a is separable, the weakly 
measurable function yI,(X, o) is Bochner measurable on Z x G 
([3J; p. 73, Corollary 2). H ence, using Fubini’s Theorem ([3], p. 84, 
Theorem 3.7.13), kA( w, w’) is measurable on .X x C for a.e. X, since 
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it is the pairing of a Bochner measurable and a weak*-measurable 
function. If u is in .@ n 2, then 
V’E,(h) EJJ] u = j” j fqh, w) v&4 w) dw dh + E&II] u 
a ‘? 
where (a, b) C J, a < X < b and J1 = J n (- 00, u]. The integral is 
a Bochner integral on the product space G x Z with values in 9, 
and can therefore be expressed as an interated integral, and differen- 
tiated ([3], p. 88, Corollary 2) to yield 
v’E;(x) E,[J] u= j d(h, w) V’@, w) dw (4.9) B 
for a.e. X, with the exceptional set N(u) depending on U. It follows, 
using (4.7)-(4.9), that, if U, ZI E LJY n Z and X E N(u) u N(w), then 
(1!2ni)(q(X + i0) 24 - q&h - i0) 24, q*(h + i0) E;(x) v) 
= ( P’I$(h) 24,4*(x + i0) E&l) v) 
= 1 22(X, w)(Vq(h, w), 4*(x + i0) E;(h) v) dw .E 
= s zqh, w)(q*(h - i0) +, w), YE;(h) v) dw z? 
=i s 
ti(h, w)[8(h, w’)] *(q*(X - i0) ~(h, w), V’C& w’)) dw’ dw. 
z .z 
(4.10) 
Substitution of (4.10) into (4.1) yields (4.6) for U, z, in a n SF. 
By continuity, (4.6) follows for all U, v in 2. 
kA(u, w’) is a Hilbert-Schmidt kernel in consequence of the estimate 
I k,(w, w’)l < 24 V’q*(h - iO)ll C(w, J) QJ’, J). 
COROLLARY 4.1. For a.e. X in G, the S-matrix S(h) = I + K(h) 
has a complete orthonormal set {g),] of ezgenvectors in L,(Z), with 
eigenvalues exp[2iv(h; n)], repeated according to multiplicity, such that 
All eigenvalues have finite multiplicity, with the possible exception of + 1. 
Proof. All the results except (4.11) follow from the facts that 
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S(h) is unitary and K(h) is compact. Since K(;\) is a Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator, we have 
where I/ a (I2 denotes the Schmidt norm. If we choose ~(h; n) such that 
-r/2 < ~(h; n) < r/2, then (4.12) implies (4.11). 
The numbers q(X; n) are the abstract phase shifts [I], [6]. 
5. THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL SCHR~DINGER OPERATOR 
Let 2 = L,(R,), 9 = L,(R,), and Z be a two-point space with 
counting measure. An element of L,(Z) will be denoted by a column 
vector. The self-adjoint operator T,, =-d2/dtZ has a (9Y, zl)- 
expansion on G = (0, co) with eigenfunction map 
q(h) = (167r2X)-li4 j :::‘:::,z / 
and spectral map UU = ii given by 
ii(A) = (4A)-l/4 j $yli2) 1, 
where 
2$(K) = I.&. (274-1~2 1:; e--ikt u(t) dt 
is the Fourier transform of u. The proof is similar to that in Example 1 
of Section 2. 
Let p(t) be a continuous, integrable function on R, . Define 
T = -d2/dt2 +p(t) 
with 9(T) = $?(T,,). It was established, in [4], Section 4, that T is 
self-adjoint and that (T, To) is a B-smooth pair on (0, co). It was 
also shown that E(O+)X is spanned by an orthonormal sequence 
A($ #2(%..? of eigenvectors of T. An application of Theorem 3 now 
yields the following result: 
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THEOREM 6. Let +,,(t; A) be the unique bounded solution of the 
(vector) equation 
+*(t; A) & i Pi2 j’@ e*ils-tl “““f~(s)+~Js; A) ds = cp(t; A) 
-io 
(5.1) 
for 0 -C X < co. Then for every f in L2(R1), 
f*(A) = Li>.i. SiN6*(t; x)f(t) dt 
-N 
exists, and 
itrn If( dt = jim [f&)1* f+@> dh + c I(f, hJ12, -m --m n 
where [f+(h)]* denotes the transposed complex conjugate of the column 
matrix P,(h). Moreover, 
where [+,,]tr denotes the transposed matrix and the sum (if in.nite) 
converges in the norm of L, . 
We remark that by (5.1), +*(t; A) ’ is t wice continuously differentiable 
in t, and satisfies the equation 
-44(t; A) + P(Q4; 4 = &(t; 4 
with the asymptotic condition 
*it& 4 -NC 4 as t-++m. 
This clarifies the remarks at the end of Section 3. 
If we define +*(t; K) for K # 0 to be such that 
then the result takes the following form, which is more clearly 
analogous to Plancherel’s theorem. 
COROLLARY 5.1. If $*(t; k) is the unique bounded solution of the 
equation 
&(t, k) = (2?r-112 .+t - (i/k) j:I e*ikls-t 1 p(s) I,&(s; k) ds, 
5801211-2 
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then, for each f in L,(R,), 
f*(k) = LA&L J’” #*(t; iyf(tj dt 
-N 
exists, and 
1:: If( dt = 1;: lf*(412 a + 1 l(.f, 94LY~ 
n 
Moreover, 
where the sum converges in the norm of L, . 
$*(t, K) satisfies the equation 
and the asymptotic condition 
&(t, k) - (2~7-)-‘/~ eikt as t+fcQ. 
In the present case, the S-matrix is actually a 2 x 2 matrix 
S(X) = I + K(h), where 
--i(TrA/2)1/2 K(h) 
s 
+mp(t) #+(t, W2) e+it cil” dt J‘+wp(t) $+(t; W) e+ G” dt ’ 
--m -cc 
= 
s 
+mp(t) #+(t, -/W2) e+it A”“dt JTmp(t) #+(t, -A19 e-it @dt I* 
-cc --m 
The phase-shift result is trivial here, since L,(Z) is finite-dimensional. 
6. GENTLE PERTURBATIONS 
In this section, we consider the eigenfunction expansions associated 
with certain operators from the theory of gentle perturbations (see 
[3] and [I31 for references). The example is interesting because the 
“eigenfunctions” are not functions but distributions. The resulting 
expansions are comparable to the expression I + I’A for the con- 
necting operators IV, (see [13]). W e remark that only scalar-oalued 
functions are considered. 
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Let S be a closed subset of R, , 0 < a < 1 and b > 0. Define 
B,(a, b; S) to be the Banach space of all complex-valued functions u 
on R, having support in S, for which the norm 
II u II - SUP[! h IY I+ + h) - +>I + (1 + I x I)” I441 a,b - (6.1) 
is finite. The supremum is taken over all x in R, and 1 h 1 < 1. 
If S is bounded, the index b is superfluous. 
Let A be a closed interval in R, and T, the self-adjoint operator 
T,u(t) = tu(t) 
on &’ = &,(A). The following result was obtained in [4]. 
THEOREM 7. Let k E &(a,, b, ; A x A), 0 < a, < 1, b, > l/2 
be such that h(t, s) = k(s, t). Then 
(a) The operator 
L%(t) = h(t) + j, k(t, s) u(s) ds 
with .9(T) = 9( T,) is self-adjoint on L,(A). 
(b) g,(T) = u,(T,>, where 0, denotes the essential spectrum 
([81, P. 243). 
(c) There exists a closed subset N of A having Lebesque measure 
zero, such that the part of T in A - N is precisely the absolutely 
continuous part of T and is unitarily equivalent to T,, . 
The proof is accomplished by taking 33 = &(a, 6, A) where a 
and b are chosen so that 0 < a < a, and b, > b > l/2. Certain 
lemmas of Privaloff type and a theorem of Kuroda [9] and Kato 
(unpublished) are invoked to show that (T, T,,) is a g-smooth pair 
on A N N. Note that g C %. 
Let Z consist of one point with unit mass. For h in A, 6, will denote 
the element of A?+ defined by 
(UP s,> = 44 
(6, is essentially the Dirac delta function. Note, however, that 6, = 0 
if h is an end point of A.) If y(h) = 6, and I is the identity operator 
on A?, then (y, I) is a (a, Z)-expansion for T, on the interior of A 
(cf Sec. 2, Example 2). 
If (10 is the interior of A and A’ = A N N, then we have 
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THEOREM 8. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 7, there exists a 
continuous function g,(h, t) on A’ x A such that: 
(a) the vector-valued function g,(h) = g&(X, a) on A’ has values 
in &(a, b, - b; A) and is locally Holder continuous in the norm of 
&(a, b, - b; A), with exponent (5 = a, - a; 
(b) ifuE&‘, and 
d*(A) = u(h) - 1 (” - h f iO)-lg*(h, t) u(t) dt 
A (6.2) 
for h in A’, then zi, EL,(A) and 
P,u(t) = a*(A) - Lg. 1 (t - h f iO)-lg.&, t) &(A) dh, (6.3) 
Jfz 
where P, = EC/I’] is the projection on the absolutely continuous part 
of T and (J,) is an arbitrary sequence of jinite unions of open intervals 
such that Jn CZ A’ and J, t A’; 
(c) the wave operators coincide with the spectral representation 
maps; that is W,u = zi, . 
Remarks. The singular integrals in (6.2) and (6.3) are taken in 
the mean square sense; that is, 
s 
(t - h f iO)-lf(t, A) dt = 1.;~. / (t - X f k)-lf(t, h) dt. (6.4) 
However, if u E a’, the integral (6.2) converges for every X to a locally 
Holder continuous function on A’. In (6.3), there may be discon- 
tinuities at the boundary of Jn . 
We shall define 
Vu(t) = 1, k(t, s) u(s) ds 
so that T = T,, + V. V is a compact operator on B’. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let k,(s) = k(*, t). Then k, E g for each t: 
(a) for every I,% in B* and u in 39, 
<vu, $> = j- @t ,9> u(t) & 
(b) if B(h) = q$(h & iO)# - i, then 
<% @(W = eg 1, (t - X + z-e)” <k, , qi> u(t) dt 
for every 24 in 9. 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
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Proof. (a) It suffices to verify that Vu(t) is the limit in the norm 
of Z% of a sequence of finite Riemann sums for the right side of (6.5). 
Alternatively, one can consider k, as a function with values in &?. 
Then K, is norm continuous and Bochner-integrable on (1 and 
vu = i k,u(t) dt A 
from which (6.5) follows. 
(b) Since R,(x) is multiplication by (t - .z)-l, we find by (a) 
that the integral on the right side of (6.6) is equal to (V&(h f k)u, #>, 
which tends to (u, 0(x)) as E --t O+. 
Proof of Theorem 8. Define #,(A) = 4*(X f iO)6, and g+(X, t) = 
<k, , h(4). Then 
g&, t) = <q@ zt iO> k, 3 4) = (q(h 5 i0) k,)@). (6.7) 
Since ([4], Lemma 5.2) qO(X f i0) is Holder-continuous on (1 with 
exponent (3 = a, - a, q(X & i0) i s 1 ocally Holder-continuous on II’ 
with the same exponent, so that (a) follows from (6.7). 
By Theorem 3, T has a (9?, Z)-expansion on A’ with spectral map 
IV,1 = IV, and eigenfunction map z+!J* . If u E g’, then 
which, by Lemma 6.1(b), reduces to (6.2), since #*(A) = 6, - e,(X). 
Writing 
g&, t> = ki(h t) - g*.(h 41 + ,&(A 4 
and applying standard results [1.5, Chapter 51, we find that the 
singular integrals of (6.2) exist in the sense of (6.4) and are continuous 
in u in the norm of &, so that (6.2) follows for all u in Z’. 
If u E a, then the inversion formula implies that for every open 
interval J c A’, we have 
E[J] u(t) = &c(t) x.r(t) - / (t - h f W1&, t>&(h) dx 
J 
unless t is an end point of J. We may now pass to arbitrary u in 2, 
by the device used above, and then to the limit as J, t A’, obtaining 
(6.3). 
Remarks. (1) Under stronger assumptions on k, this result can 
be improved. For example, if /I k l(a,,b, is sufficiently small, T is 
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absolutely continuous and we obtain a complete expansion for u in ,R. 
Similarly, if a, > + the singular continuous part of T vanishes, and 
one again obtains a complete expansion if a discrete sum over the 
eigenvectors is included. If one uses the primed norm of [4], Section 5, 
estimates can be given of the behavior of gi(h, t) as 1 h j tends to 
infinity. These improvements are obvious from the corresponding 
theorems of [4], Section 5. 
(2) The operator V has a symmetric a’*-extension V’, defined by 
for 4 in L&7*. In particular, V’6A = k, so that by Theorem 5, the 
S-matrix on L&Z)-which is the complex numbers-is multiplication 
by the factor 
S(h) = 1 + p-i) (V’S,, !b+(A)> = 1 + (2m’)g+o\, 4. 
S(h) must therefore have modulus 1. 
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